
Essex County Fairgrounds Subcommittee 
Monday, March 28, 2016 

 
Ed Gardner - Chairman 
 
Supervisor Gardner called this Fairgrounds Subcommittee meeting to order at 9:00 am with the 
following members in attendance: Ed Gardner, Mike Mascarenas, Randy Preston and Denny 
Westover. Bill Ferebee and Chris Garrow had been previously excused. Scott Christian and 
Scott Moran were absent.   
 
Also Present: Jim Dougan, Charlie Harrington, Nancy Page, Pat French, Heidi Sweet, Jim 
Monty, Lynn Donaldson, Shaun Gillilland and Dina Garvey.  
 
GARDNER: Going to start it off with old business; I think that the horses are gone?   
 
MASCARENAS: Well it’s up for debate; I think they’re all gone; rumor has it that there may be 
one, but I believe they’re all gone.  
 
DOUGAN: The horses are all gone and the inside of the barn has been cleaned out. We’ve had 
some prison help there. We’ve had a couple of weeks since our last meeting worth of prison 
help cleaning that out; getting that all cleaned up after the last horse was gone.  
 
GARDNER: The last horse; he was from Maryland or the people were or something like that?  
 
DOUGAN: I don’t know.  
 
MASCARENAS: Yeah something like that, that’s why they were waiting on pickup.  
 
GARDNER: Because he was stag, so they had to wait. So, I think that issue is kind of cleared 
up. Does anybody else have any comments on it?  
 
PRESTON: About time.  
 
MASCARENAS: Can I just take a second: Ike had contacted me; these guys are from a 
separate committee in Westport that are looking after the welfare of the fairgrounds; the other 
51 weeks out of the year; not just the week that for fair. So, they would like to see more 
promotion things happening; those types of things to get the best use of the fairgrounds. I can 
let you guys explain quick; if you would like to.  
 
PAGE: Well why don’t we just introduce ourselves.  
 
MASCARENAS: Yes, please 
 
PAGE: I am Nancy Page, this is Pat French and Heidi Sweet and there are about seven 
members of our committees; two of us are the administration; I am a member of the Town 
Board and Ike is also on that committee; he’s out of town, so he’s not here today and we’ve 
been meeting for about a year now; I guess; monthly and our focus is on trying; as Mike said; 
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trying to find ways to increase use of the fairgrounds. So, we thought we would come and 
introduce ourselves and maybe talk about some of the ideas that we’ve had in promoting the 
fairgrounds.  
 
MASCARENAS: So, if we can give them a few minutes at some point and I met with them last 
week and they’re going to help us out with some of those things that we are unable to get 
accomplished; you know promotion items; those types of things; trying to get the word out a little 
bit better than we have in the past and they came with a lot of good ideas and suggestions and 
hopefully we can move some of those forward without costing a lot of money.  
 
GARDNER: Appreciate it; do you want to talk about the promotion right now? I mean I know we 
talked about signs.  
 
MASCARENAS: Yup and we will talk about that a little bit; if you want to start with signs. We did 
get a quote; it’s a lot. If you want to show; kind of pass a couple of those along; we were 
thinking something similar to that in keeping with the aesthetics of the property over there. The 
digital display in the center with kind of a top that looks similar to that, but the quote on that is 
about $19,000.00; which is a big number.  
 
GARDNER: Yeah 
 
MASCARENAS: It’s an 8 foot sign; it’s not huge, but it’s not small, but we could go and look for 
something more simple and anything we do we’re going to have to work with Town of Westport 
anyway and their Planning Board to make sure that we meet their needs.  
One thing that we were thinking about with the sign; Jim and I met about it; I do think we could 
have the potential for some revenue opportunities with a sign; things like people wanting to rent 
the space to announce birthdays; things like that. I don’t know if you’ve ever been to a ballgame; 
baseball, but you’ll see that on their board; happy birthday to so and so or whatever; they can 
put messages up during times when we don’t have events going on.  You could also use it for 
EMS and those types of things where we want to get a message out quickly. Typically you’ll see 
through Westport a lot of times that roll out sign is there that the Sheriff has, but it’s a lot. We 
could go out to bid; my concern is when I really started looking into this and Jim correct if I’m 
wrong there’s a big difference in signage and depending where you purchase it from; you can 
get a cheaper display, but then turn around and trying to find parts when you need to do repairs 
and maintenance on those things can be very difficult. So, if you were going to decide to 
purchase one I would recommend that the models are defied when you go out to bid simply 
because you don’t want something that breaks in a few months and then we’re out of 
commission because we can’t get something.  
 
PRESTON: There’s no money in the budget through; right?  
 
MASCARENAS: No, we have fairgrounds budget; okay? It depends on what you want to spend 
it on. What is it on the annual basis Lynn; $250.00? 
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DONALDSON: Yeah, maybe total.  
 
GARDNER: In talking with Bradley; he was talking with some of the; I think Dan Stec and them; 
that there’s money out there for the fairgrounds or the fair association from the State.  
 
MASCARENAS: Ag and Markets  
 
GARDNER: For promotional 
 
MASCARENAS: Yeah and I think Ag/Markets is going to have some money released depending 
on when the budget is passed with the Governor’s Office; I am hearing the same thing and the 
fair would be an eligible entity underneath that program is what I understand. I haven’t saw 
anything writing right now that’s just want we’re being told, because it’s an Ag fair; that 
something like that could potentially underneath that as well as other projects that are in need 
over there.  
 
GARDNER: Maybe something that we want to hold on to here with this and then look at what 
the financing would be.  
 
PRESTON: We’ll know on the budget by the end of the week.  
 
MASCARENAS: Yeah 
 
PRESTON: I tend to think something’s going to happen.  
 
MASCARENAS: Yeah, they’ve been passing them on time for the last few years; I’m not sure 
why they wouldn’t this year.  
 
DOUGAN: The $19,000.00 is just the sign and the posts; it’s not the electric or the cable or the 
concrete foundation; which can be fairly significant; concrete foundation. We tried to estimate a 
foundation; probably estimated conservatively and the electric and the foundation is another 
$6,000.00, so it’s about a $25,000.00 total cost in our estimate right now. The sign that you see 
has a little bit of color in the background in the shading there; the sign that we quoted on was 
really just the letters; it wasn’t that full color sign in the back, so you should know that as well. 
The price did include some kind of a permanent description up above like you see in this and a 
same sign down below.  
 
GARDNER: I think what we should do is wait and see what kind of financing comes out of the 
budget and then go from there. I mean we’ve got other priorities too, so and of you ladies; the 
promotional part of it; what are your thoughts on it?  
 
PAGE: Well I think signage is one of the key things; obviously; in terms of further promotion. 
There’s really nothing that you can hand out at this point that indicates how much it costs to rent 
the fairgrounds; what’s available and so forth. So, we were very interested in trying to create a 
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rack card; just a two sided card.  
 
SWEET: I don’t know if you’re familiar with a rack card?  
 
FRENCH: Can I make just one more comment about the sign? All of us live in Westport; quite 
often you drive by and there’s something going on at the fairgrounds and we all go; what’s this? 
You know we’ve heard nothing about it. We’ve seen nothing about it and nobody knows. A sign 
like this is going to just really increase participation at events, because you can have coming 
events on it; you know save the date; you know this is coming; you know that kind of thing. I 
think a sign is probably the most important thing that we can do for the fairgrounds at this point; 
go ahead; I am sorry.  
 
SWEET: But anyway this is a kind of a leave behind; if we go visiting any of the potential renters 
for the fairgrounds we can leave this with them. We can have a nice picture of the fairgrounds 
on the front explaining what you can use it for and on the back we could have a picture of the 
fairgrounds; the actual layout and then all the different prices of the for profit and non-profit 
prices that you have listed to use the fairgrounds, so there’s plenty of opportunity when you 
leave something like this around and in particular areas throughout the towns we could put them 
where they have the rack card displays, so there’s an opportunity here for somebody to have a 
wedding; you know at Floral Hall or some baseball eventually; something there; corporations 
could have weekend activities there. So, there’s plenty of things that could be done to stimulate 
people to coming in and using the fairgrounds.  
 
PRESTON: Do you have a way to distribute the rack cards?  
 
SWEET: Yes 
 
PRESTON: Because rack cards; the County can print them. They print them for Wilmington all 
the time; very inexpensively by the way.  
 
SWEET: That is what we are hoping.  
 
MASCARENAS: And that’s when I met with them last week; they’re going to design them and 
we’re going to print them.  
 
PRESTON: It’s very inexpensive.  
 
MASCARENAS: And it’s an inexpensive way to try to increase visibility initially and I thought 
that was a good idea.  
 
FRENCH: Our Chamber of Commerce is going to pay the graphic designer to do the design.  
 
MONTY: Getting back to what this lady just said about the advertising down there; I can’t agree 
more. I don’t necessarily live in Westport; I live in Lewis, but we travel through there a lot and 
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we’ve gone through there and seen events and know the County obviously has to be leasing 
out; am I correct?  
 
MASCARENAS: Yes 
 
PRESTON: Yes 
 
MONTY: So, do we; if someone leases it out; do we put something out?  
 
MASCARENAS: No 
 
FRENCH: No, there should be a press release.  
 
MONTY: That is what I was thinking. We should be sending out a press release.  
 
FRENCH: It’s free 
 
MONTY: Or something that this event is being held.  
 
MASCARENAS: And just a reminder for some of the folks that are on here.  
 
MONTY: And I am new. 
 
MASCARENAS: And the new people; yeah we have a promotional budget of $250.00. 
 
MONTY: But, a press release doesn’t cost anything.  
 
MASCARENAS: A press release does not, but an ad does. So, essentially when somebody 
rents the fairgrounds and you get into a sticky wicket. I mean we could do a press release; I 
guess and that wouldn’t; there would be no harm there, but if the circus comes to town and 
they’re paying a nominal fee for rental; maybe a $100.00 the County’s not going to probably 
promote something private; that’s kind of their job I think once they rent it to get people there 
and pay; to come in.  
 
PAGE: But, it benefits; I think it benefits all of us to have any of these activities going on and so I 
would think it would behoove the County to be helping to support it. If they’re large events 
obviously they could be on websites; our Chamber would post things on our website. The 
Towns could post things on their websites.  
 
MASCARENAS: Yeah and I think that’s fine; those types of things or signage, but if you’re 
getting into costs of promotion that almost negates your; anything you’re even going to make on 
revenue anyhow.  
 
MONTY: And I don’t think the promotional aspect is, but a press release is very simple.  
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FRENCH: And the calendar page in the Sun is free; unless you do a little block ad, but the 
actual listings are free. You just have to send them in.  
 
PAGE: I think also in terms of the rack card; distributing it; those of us that are going to regional 
meetings and seeing people regionally; I found when I was saying; you know our fairgrounds 
are available; people are really interested and I have nothing to give them at this point. So, I 
think also something like this will be handy in that respect if we all carry them around and hand 
them out and even people in Clinton County were interested in the possibility.  
 
SWEET: This is poorly done; I’m sorry, but that’s all I could do on my machine; to show you kind 
of an idea of what could be done and on the back are the prices. So, if we do that in a rack card 
form.  
 
PAGE: And as Heidi said our Chamber is very interested in ideas; offered the funds to actually 
design it and if the County prints it. So, I think if you’re all on board with this idea we could go 
ahead very quickly and put one together. So, is there anything else that needs; I mean this 
would just be the information of the current pricing; contact number; a photo of the fairgrounds.  
 
SWEET: And I am happy to work with you to work that out so it looks; that pricing and 
everything is correct and if there’s any other information that’s required.  
 
DONALDSON: Yeah, I just would want something on here that says prices subject to change.  
 
SWEET: Yes, of course. 
 
PAGE: And so what we would do is pacify you and Mike; is that what would make sense to 
make sure all the information is correct?  
 
DONALDSON: Yes 
 
SWEET: That’s all I could do with my computer.  
 
PAGE: So, does that look like something that we should go forward with?  
 
PRESTON: Absolutely; like I said it’s really inexpensive.  
 
PAGE: It is such an easy thing to do.  
 
SWEET: Did anyone else want to see this?  
 
PAGE: It’s just an easy thing to do.  
Another thing that we thought would be relatively easy that could be improved is the website. It’s 
hard to find if you aren’t used to negotiating the County website. It’s better; I think than it was, 
but you still have to go through a sequence to try and find it; first to departments then to 
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Community Resources and then scroll down and there it is and I don’t think most people would 
be aware that it was considered a designed community resource.  
 
SWEET:  If you have an opportunity to get to look at the Duchess County Fairgrounds website; 
it’s great.  
 
MONTY: Thank you 
 
SWEET: And we could pick up a lot of that stuff and put it on a Westport; an Essex County 
Fairgrounds website.  
 
MASCARENAS: And they’re right; we could make that much easier by having their own links. A 
lot of stuff like that on our websites; you have to click for 40 different areas. I mean I actually 
think our website as a County is probably one of the best in the State, but the fairgrounds in 
particular is hard to find.  
 
FRENCH: And then there could be a link on each town website to go right to the County fair.  
 
PAGE: And again certainly Westport would be interested in that since it’s located in Westport.  
Another of our concerns not in terms of publicity, but in usage is insurance and we all know 
that’s an issue. It’s very hard for the people who don’t have insurance to use the fairgrounds. 
So, that’s something that I think we have to find a solution to. 
 
SWEET: It just limits; right now it’s just limiting the potential; you know great potential. And 
crafts fairs and all of those things question how they can use the facility if they have so many 
insurance demands and other things; like have a 1099 or something to show the person works 
for; you know if the owner it’s there and has someone else working for them they have to prove 
that person has a 1099 or something.  
 
MASCARENAS: Workers’ Comp; probably 
 
SWEET: Yes, workers’ comp, exactly and it’s all very expensive and most of these people; you 
know they’re trying to gather up the money to even be at a craft show.  
 
FRENCH: We couldn’t get any vendors for the bicentennial last year, because of these 
requirements.  
 
GARDNER: I have heard that problem before on the insurance and things like that and I know 
it’s a problem. 
 
SWEET: Can we talk to other fairs and ask them how they handle it? Why is our insurance so 
astronomical and no one else’s is? You know everybody else is having fairs and vendors and 
you go to the Dutchess County fair and you can’t get in the door, because there’s so many 
people there.  
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PAGE: And Washington County. 
 
MONTY: It is a substantially bigger county too.  
 
SWEET: Yes, but if you give it to them; they’ll come; you know let’s play ball with them. So, you 
know we have so many resources around us from the farmers and the vineyards and all that; it 
would be a great place to have the craft show or a harvest festival; which were hoping will 
happen, but we do have some insurance issues that are going to make it difficult.  
 
PRESTON: Well, that’s something that has to be revisited with the County Attorney.  
 
MASCARENAS: It does 
 
PRESTON: I can honestly say I think we’re overly cautious and always have been. I mean we 
have a festival in Wilmington every fall and we don’t require that; the town has liability insurance 
and because we’re trying to do something for the people we take that risk and the County 
doesn’t. They’ve made it so difficult. I remember being in a meeting with one of our insurance 
agents and he was so far over the top it was just beyond belief; of course they want to sell you 
more insurance.  
 
SWEET: But, I think it’s just a matter of researching and gathering all the different fairs and what 
their insurances are so that we can show our lawyer that it’s ridiculous what they want.  
 
PRESTON: I have heard that many times over the years; many times.  
 
PAGE: So, just quickly I am sure that you have other things to discuss, but we’ve been looking 
for other activities that can happen then. One thing as Heidi mentioned; we’re trying to work on 
is a harvest festival for this fall. It would bring together many of the things that are really 
becoming very prominent in our region. We have Champlain Area Trails that would be part of it 
and cycling is big; the farming aspect is very big, so the cuisine trail is probably going to be 
initiated right around the same time and they would be part of it and we would be pulling 
together countywide the small farms and so forth; sort of touting them and celebrating them and 
ROOST; the Regional Office of Sustainable Tourism is very interested in this, so they would act 
as a sponsor and they are trying to see if they could put a rider on their insurance to cover all 
these activities while it’s going on. It would be a three day program, so there’s a young farmer’s 
group called the “Greenhorns” that would also be part of it. There is an educational farm; small 
scale farm.  
So, that’s the kind of thing that we’re hoping that we can bring; that it’s a new kind of thing to 
bring to the fairgrounds.  
 
SWEET: On an annual basis too.  
 
PAGE: Exactly; that is stretching that regional and beyond our region; actually; which is also 
extending the tourism season. So, it would be happening in September, so it would just be 
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stretching it a little bit.  
 
WESTOVER: Would ROOST put anything towards something like this?  
 
PAGE: I was wondering about that; well it certainly fits in with the State’s desire to increase 
tourism up here. So, they might know of funds, so if that’s a question; we’re meeting with them 
next week; with Jim McKenna.  
 
WESTOVER: And the other thought that I had on this sign; is I think it’s a great deal in selling; if 
the Marina was having their lobster fest; you know in the fall.  
 
SWEET: The firemen’s pig roast.  
 
WESTOVER: But, I was wondering about the possibility of going; seeing how the County is 
short on the funds to do this; maybe going to the fire department or something; they hold their 
weekly carwashes; maybe giving them five years free or something; you know to promote their 
things? Maybe the fire department would be willing to throw in $1,000.00 or $2,000.00 or maybe 
the EMS would or maybe even the marina would. Maybe you can make a deal with a couple of 
vendors down there that could benefit from the use of this and get the sign purchased and get it 
paid for and promote.  
 
PAGE: I guess the County can’t; can the County solicit funds?  
 
MASCARENAS: No, but… 
 
PAGE: So, it would have to be through, but it can accept?  
 
MASCARENAS: Yeah, if it’s set up properly through the Treasurer’s Office it can be, but I think 
the fire things a good idea; you know those inter-municipal contributions are certainly allowable. 
I think even talking to Donny makes some sense here too, because I see that message board 
being utilized in emergency situations. It’s not uncommon to see that trailer in Westport 
somewhere, because it is such a high traffic area when there’s things going on; you know 
amber alerts; those types of things too.  
 
SWEET: Amber alert is a great idea.  
 
MASCARENAS: And we don’t have enough of those trailers to meet the needs of every 
community when something’s going on. So, that’s good conversation to have a good 
recommendation, Denny. I’ll talk to Donny for sure; I don’t have any connects in the fire 
department there, but maybe that’s something Ike; we can ask him to do there.  
 
MONTY: And piggybacking on that I think your group could solicit the money, because they’re 
not directly.  
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MASCARENAS: The Chamber; yeah.  
 
MONTY: And then the Chamber makes the donation for the purchase of the sign and I think that 
would cover everything.  
 
MASCARENAS: Yeah, that would help.  
 
MONTY: I think it covers the legal aspect of it, because we’re not collecting it; they’re doing it; 
even through we’re supporting it.  
 
FRENCH: We’ll hand it out at our next committee meeting and start working on it.  
 
PAGE: Just briefly; one other thing that we found; we had trouble finding an up to date plan of 
the fairgrounds and also Floral Hall and Pat actually made a nice plan of Floral Hall, so we have 
that now; that kind of thing could be a on a website and Jim found; I guess the best plan.  
 
DOUGAN: The best plan we got; I did make one copy for you.  
 
PAGE: Great thanks.  
 
SWEET: Also another thing that would be nice; is we could encourage people to be able to 
camp more at the fairgrounds. I know we have some new RV parking, but there’s a lot of people 
that just want to camp and the location and everything is perfect for that. You have the cycling 
people; whenever they come and they would camp there. We have bathrooms on the facility 
with showers, so that’s an extra thing that would be great to have.  
 
MASCARENAS: One other area we did touch on when we met last week, so to get everybody 
up to speed and I thought this for a long time; just haven’t been able to get it accomplished and 
Mr. Monty certainly will remember this being a baseball enthusiast, but we used to; years ago 
when I first started at the Youth Bureau and even as a young fella we had games there 
regularly.  
 
MONTY: I even played there; that’s how long ago it was.  
 
MASCARENAS: And that all stopped at some point at the fairgrounds and now the infield’s 
really in deplorable condition to have a sporting event; quite frankly.  
 
MONTY: I just wanted to touch on that; it’s not as bad. 
 
MASCARENAS: I saw that they did some work there.  
 
MONTY: Billy Callahan has done some phenomenal work there. He really has; it’s going to be 
one of the nicer fields around when he’s done. He’s done some great things there.  
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MASCARENAS: And I think as a Youth Bureau guy at the same time and tonight I have a 
baseball meeting with our committee; there’s probably a 1,000 kids or better throughout the 
County that are participating in spring baseball from most of your communities and field space is 
absolutely a problem that they all have. I could schedule games there once or twice a week and 
it could go into the fall with soccer; which is another huge program that we run into and increase 
usage there like you wouldn’t believe. The problem is maintenance of the field and a lot of times 
it’s also used as a parking lot during fair time and that’s where a lot of the ruts come from and 
those types of things; demolition derby. So, while that guy’s doing a lot of work now; it might be 
destroyed in August and that’s the ongoing problem that we have with that sort of thing, but if 
we could work something out where we could separate part of that infield to actually utilize as a 
sport field we could probably do a lot more activity there; some kind of multi-use field that would 
get utilized. 
I had a soccer camp going there a couple of years; people were paying a lot of money and it just 
wasn’t in that condition enough; we had a lot of complaints and it was all about the field; a lot of 
holes and things like that and so we had to move that out to a different area because of that, but 
it’s certainly an opportunity. Westport’s a central location where people in our area are used to 
traveling; they don’t mind meeting. I send a lot of games to North Hudson for those of you what 
haven’t seen North Hudson’s field; they probably got the best ball field in the County; bar none 
and they did it with town forces; it’s absolutely gorgeous. Teams will go there and play any time 
I ask them to, because they absolutely love it and North Hudson; you know they don’t have a 
huge kid base and they have the facility.  
 
FRENCH: Where is that?  
 
MASCARENAS: It’s right at their town beach; you can actually see it this time of year as you 
pass by on the Northway; once the trees grow in you can’t see it, but it’s an absolutely beautiful 
facility that was built all by their local guys and I think we could have something like that at the 
fairgrounds; which would increase visibility and would absolutely bring people into town; parents 
go watch games; those things are critical and like I said we need; we don’t have field space. 
What happens this time of year; school systems are running their spring sports and all the youth 
programs have to wait until those fields are available and so they squeeze in when they can; 
which isn’t real often and then once the ball season starts every night there’s a game; boys are 
one night; girls are another night and so the kids are kind of waiting there to utilize some space. 
I think that would fill a big need and increase activity there. That’s probably the one single thing 
that you can do to increase a ton of activity.  
 
GARDNER: Well, I would like to; this is enough to hold on one thing here, but we’ve got other 
issues here. Jim’s got power and stuff that we’ve got to discuss for our regular meeting.  
 
DOUGAN: Yeah, you requested some information to look at adding some electrical hookup 
locations; mostly for fair week. So, we spoke to National Grid; we talked about a couple of 
options with National Grid. Denny walked the site with me and Chris and you Ed and I forget 
who else, but National Grid seems to think that there’s plenty of power available in this pole 
mounded transformer right here and so that’s a lot shorter distance than a number; we were 
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talking about going to this existing vault; transformer vault, because there’s a lot of power 
available there. We also talked about going to a pole that’s located just over here; just on the 
school property, but National Grid seemed to think that this was; there was plenty of power 
here. They won’t come up and look at it unless we actually request a work order from them and 
then would come up and verify, but we did look into bringing power down the pole, underground 
and then building a backboard with just a little roof over the top of it; maybe put that red metal 
on it that looks like the rest of them just to keep the panels dry. 
Materials for that; it would be 400 amps here, is what it would be; the materials for the 
backboard, the concrete and the electrical would be able $3,500.00 and I think that’s pretty 
conservative and then you know if County labor did it; it’s County labor doing it; you know 
depending on and I know when we talked; I guess Brad French was there too; he said look at 
some of these as if; put a price together in case Fair Board was going to pay for it through Sire 
Stakes money, but I don’t know if you can or not.  
 
WESTOVER: I’m not sure how they’ve got that divvied out.  
 
DOUGAN: But, it would probably be about another $3,500 in labor if you were to have Fair 
Board pay for that versus have the County do it. So, if everyone agrees that that’s a good 
option; a good potential option then I would have. 
I would place an actual work order with National Grid to come up and look at it and that included 
those disconnects that I was talking about; those fuseable disconnects; mounting six of them 
right on the board; put in a 30 amp or 50 amp fuse rather than tripping the breaker or rather than 
having someone getting in or out of the breaker box; you could have the vendors go directly to 
that fuseable disconnect.  
 
MASCARENAS: Is there a cost for that work order, Jim?  
 
DOUGAN: No there’s no cost; they will come out and do it.  
 
GARDNER: Didn’t Chris say that the budget that he has to work with at the County at the 
fairgrounds is like $5,000.00?  
 
DOUGAN: The total is $5,000.00; it was want I was looking at.  
 
GARDNER: Yeah, just to let people know.  
 
DOUGAN: The total was $5,000.00; now also highlighted on this plan are some security gates; 
some locations for security gates. The gates were already purchased; those gates I believe 
were purchased with Sire Stakes money at the end of last year; okay? I have to verify that, but it 
doesn’t look like we paid for them at DPW, so I think they were bought with Sire Stakes money.  
So, these are the locations that we looked at; there’s an existing gate here off of Sisco Street; 
putting in a gate just past Cooperative Extension; infilling the fence here with a gate by the 
grandstands and this drawing doesn’t show Air One, but putting a proposed gate here on the 
back road and then another one and connecting those with a fence; there’s a pretty steep slope 
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here. 
So, again we already have the gates; it would buy a little bit of concrete and stuff to install the 
gates and County labor to do that. So, that would come out of that $5,000.00. The fence we 
were thinking just chain link between the two rather than more the same white fence that’s going 
around and that’s about $24.00 a foot if we were to buy that and have that installed and that’s 
about 120 feet of fence. There was discussion that perhaps in the future to want to consider a 
piece of chain link; there’s chain link all the way a long Pleasant Street and there was 
discussion and extending that back around right here; even though that’s a steep slope; I guess 
there’s been some issues in the past; people coming across that way.  
 
GARDNER: Another thing that goes along with this is at the Soil and Water meeting Dave 
Reckahn is looking at putting the storm water up by the camping and taking care of that water 
where it comes down by Scott’s office there; another one at the gate; I think it is by the 
grandstands somewhere in there and there might even possibility be another one over here 
somewhere. It was discussed just a little bit at Soil and Water and Dave is working on that. 
When I get more information on that I’ll let you know.  
 
GILLILLAND: The gate over by Cooperative Extension; Soil and Water and Cooperative 
Extensive have got their government vehicles and the parking for that is down lower, if we block 
that off it would be a problem unless they get keys to open up those gates to move their 
vehicles back and forth out of there. If you don’t do that; then you’re going to have insufficient 
parking for people who do normal business at Cooperative Extension and Soil and Water.  
 
MASCARENAS: I think we were going to put it lower; where were you?  
 
DOUGAN: Well, I mean which road do you break up? That was the concern.  
 
MASCARENAS: Right 
 
DOUGAN: Which road; I mean how many gates do you want across here? So, I feel more 
comfortable giving some keys to Soil and Water than I do having the place wide open. I guess 
that was our thought process. So, you know the reason the gate is beyond this entrance into the 
infield is because they also; Soil and Water also quite often parks here, but you know the 
reason we ended up with two gates here is because there are keys out there to get to the Air 
One Building; those change from time to time, but that needs to be available. One of the 
persons who has in the past stored a lot of material; whether appropriately or not is a part of Air 
One. So, you can’t really take that key away if you put gates out front, so it’s really; that’s why I 
highlighted a plan; it’s up to this committee now and not us.  
 
GILLILLAND: I mean I’m not saying anything against it, but we would be; the result would be 
people would be parking in the infield.  
 
WESTOVER: I think it would be a good idea to give the keys to the Soil and Water people too, 
because most of those are county owned cars and that way they’re behind a locked gate at 
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night. It’s added security to county’s own; more personal belonging and security for the County 
as well.  
 
GARDNER: And I think for insurance purposes or whatever it also makes it more… 
 
PRESTON: I think it’s tough to sit here and look at a map; you’ve got to be standing there and 
think it out; looking at a map and well this is where we’re going to put a gate; if we’re going to 
put a gate it ought to be a logical choice when we put that gate.  
 
WESTOVER: We did Randy; we walked the day that we did the electrical we walked; we 
walked; Jim, myself, Ed, Bradley, Chris and kind of thought those were the best.  
 
DOUGAN: This location here might include a little more of the white picket fence like you’ve got 
around the infield too, so that they can’t just drive across the grass there.  
 
MASCARENAS: And I did get an opinion back on insurance and I know there was a misnomer 
that we couldn’t gate before; was kind of what people were telling us.  
 
PRESTON: That’s nuts 
 
MASCARENAS: And Lee Pollack said absolutely; he said he would be in favor of you doing 
that; it protects their investment, so absolutely can do that.  
 
DOUGAN: And it seems to me that this might be the one; this is the one we spent the most time 
talking about when we walked the site and getting these installed in the near future.  
 
PRESTON: That seems like a no brainer; just to Shaun’s point that one there; it’s hard for me to 
visualize it without standing; we don’t want to be; if they can’t get in there and park; I want to 
make sure we think that through.  
 
GARDNER: I think when we were looking at it we looked at maybe possibly putting the gates 
down further a little bit.  
 
GILLILLAND: Before Floral Hall it breaks off, so you would still be allowing people to drive 
through there; it’s got to be up. I mean you know if the key is given to the front office there at the 
CCE building and they go get their government car and get out; I mean that seems to me to be 
fine.  
 
GARDNER: That’s the easiest solution probably to this.  
 
DOUGAN:  The fair seemed to like the potential of having this gate here and immediately having 
people go directly into the infield at times. 
But again the gate material; the gates themselves were purchased already; if we agree that at 
least with some of these locations then we could have DPW crew start installing a couple of 
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those at least; this area here seemed to be the area that was seeing some trash and some 
dumping and other things come in and out that we spent a lot of time cleaning last fall and it 
would be a shame for it happen again and I am understanding that this gate has a pretty good 
gap in it, but it’s not a gap that you can drive through, but people walk through.  
 
WESTOVER: Yeah, you can walk through it.  
 
DOUGAN: And I think you want to keep that option; correct?  
 
DONALDSON: I think the sooner you put them up the better.  
 
GARDNER: How’s the committee feel about doing; do everyone except the one up by the 
Cornell/Soil and Water for right now?  
 
PRESTON: Yeah; totally on board.  
 
GARDNER: Okay then 
 
DOUGAN: So, get those; move forward with those three and you’ll get back to us on this other 
one?  
 
GARDNER: The gates; like you say they’re all in the old fire building.  
 
DOUGAN: They are 
 
MASCARENAS: And maybe can we schedule a walk through for other people?  
 
GARDNER: Right 
 
MASCARENAS: That have a concern; that way we could go look at that location.  
 
DOUGAN: I don’t know if anyone has other thoughts on this fence? It’s not budgeted; I mean it’s 
$13,000 worth of fence there, so is that something that we should consider in the future?  
 
GARDNER: I would keep in on the… 
 
DOUGAN: Docket 
 
GARDNER: Yeah, on the paper  
 
DOUGAN: Okay 
 
GARDNER: See what the financing is and stuff.  
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DOUGAN: So, go ahead with those and go ahead and schedule; start a work order with 
National Grid?  
 
GARDNER: Right 
 
DOUGAN: Okay 
 
WESTOVER: That would be super if there is enough power in the vault, because like you say it 
is a lot closer.  
 
DOUGAN: It is a lot closer there.  
 
WESTOVER: We just didn’t think there was enough power there, because we have so many 
problems with that transformer all of fair week.  
 
DOUGAN: According to… 
 
WESTOVER: Maybe they need to make some upgrades?  
 
DOUGAN: According to National Grid they made some upgrades to the transformer, but there 
is; they described what they thought was kind of a weather issue; like maybe it’s not sealed 
properly. So, I am going to have him look at that when he’s out here. So, if you or Brad or 
anybody’s that been involved with the fair and the issues and what you’ve seen here I may; 
when I get them scheduled for a site visit I will try and reach out to you and Brad as well.  
 
GARDNER: Has there been any more discussion or thought on the water; Department of 
Health; remember when Brad said that the water come up with the hoses lying on the ground?  
 
DOUGAN: I haven’t moved forward with that; we did discuss when we had our site walk that 
idea if we started to put in long lengths of underground that we would; if we’re there digging a 
trench maybe we would dig a trench for the water as well, but you know I didn’t move forward 
with any of that finding that this was a potential. I did; there’s an overhead line that goes above 
that emergency services building right here in the middle; we are going to; as soon as the 
weather gets a little warmer and we know we don’t have frost we’re going to get that line buried 
and underground. It’s been a concern; it was something that I am told was done quickly; not 
before last fair, but before the fair before that; perhaps. 
 
GARDNER: I think we got enough on our plates anyways right now; getting this done and then 
we’ll have another meeting before the Ways and Means in June. That will give you a month 
basically before the fair.  
 
DOUGAN: Do you want to schedule anything for this walk through now?  
 
GARDNER: You can 
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DOUGAN: I will work Judy and Dina.  
 
MASCARENAS: Maybe following a county meeting, so that the board members that are here 
can just go over quickly or in the morning; meet you there before a board meeting? It doesn’t 
matter to me either way.  
 
PRESTON: No, after.  
 
DONALDSON: So, you don’t get all muddy.  
 
GARDNER: I know one thing it’s going to be a lot warmer than when we took our walk.  
 
HARRINGTON: In regards to the sign; I’m assuming that you will be placing it where the current 
sign is? In front of that sign you have a generous amount of shrubs. You could very easily 
remove them right now and be as abusive as you want and they would survive, because they 
haven’t broken bud and you’ll find that there’s quite a bit of value with those shrubs. So, if you 
want to take advantage of that you may more than likely; they should be moved regardless 
whether you put a new sign in or not, because they cover the current sign that you have.  
Also, I noted that Crown Point has an electronic sign for their school; you might want to check 
with them to see who they employed for that. I am sure that they researched that thoroughly.  
 
GARDNER: Is there anything else?  
 
DONALDSON: Denny do you know if they plan to run the campground again this year? 
Because I’ve reached out to them and I know that the County Attorney hasn’t heard anything 
from them.  
 
WESTOVER: To the best of my knowledge.  
 
DONALDSON: Okay 
 
WESTOVER: I haven’t heard anything different.  
 
DONALDSON: Okay 
 
DOUGAN: When we did our walk through with Brad and I know this process is moving a little 
slowly on the electric; Brad did say currently he didn’t have any vendors that needed major 
power in this for this coming year’s fair, so we have a little bit of time to try and make some of 
that happen. I see us using a lot of the $5,000.00 budget just in concrete and fence for the 
gates.  
 
GARDNER:  Is there anything else to come before this Committee; if not we’re adjourned.  
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AS THERE WAS NO FURTHER DISCUSSION, THIS FAIRGROUNDS MANAGEMENT 
SUBCOMMITTEE MEETING WAS ADJOURNED AT 9:45 AM.  
 
 
Respectively Submitted,  
 
 
Dina Garvey, Deputy 
Clerk of the Board  


